TITAN STRIKE and TITAN SENTRY
TITAN STRIKE and TITAN SENTRY
is a human machine teaming
system developed by QinetiQ’s
Land Autonomy team.
First trialled during the British Army’s “Autonomous Warrior (Land)”
experiment in 2018, the system has demonstrated the
transformative capability of integrating robotic and autonomous
systems within dismounted platoons.
With an intuitive user interface, the combination of paired ISTAR
and weaponised variants brings the capability to sense and engage
targets at range – reducing risk, increasing tempo and reducing
cognitive burden.

QinetiQ and Milrem Robotics have developed TITAN. The
THeMIS base platform created by Milrem Robotics has
proven itself through countless demonstrations and
exercises as one of the most capable unmanned ground
vehicles of its size to be found anywhere in the world.
Utilising a hybrid power train, the latest generation of
THeMIS has found favour with multiple customers around
the globe where its mobility, reliability, payload capacity and
modular design have made it a popular choice.
TITAN is fitted with an open architecture autonomy stack
developed by QinetiQ. This provides a range of
autonomous-navigation behaviours, configurable to meet
the demands of specific missions. Utilising a combination
of both passive and active sensors, operators can select
different modes to match the threat environment. The
on-board autonomy stack works cooperatively with a C2
system that plans detailed routes for the platform – based
upon up-to-date tactical and terrain data. Compatible with a
wide range of unmanned platforms, this C2 software allows
a single user to control multiple unmanned system
simultaneously. The combined power of QinetiQ and
Milrem Robotics creates a UGV with supervised autonomy
that moves with ease through dynamic, unstructured and
uncertain terrain.

Universal controller

TITAN SENTRY

TITAN STRIKE
Integrated with a Kongsberg Protector
Remote Weapon station, TITAN STRIKE
provides the capability to engage targets
with a variety of weapon systems. Direct
fire support is provided by GPMG or HMG
weapon systems. Also integrated is a
Javelin ATGW, allowing dismounted
patrols to engage adversary capabilities
where they would previously have been
overmatched.
With an intuitive user interface provided by
QinetiQ’s POINTER software, a human
remains in the loop at all times, following
the established procedures for in-service
weapon systems.

TITAN SENTRY
TITAN SENTRY can host a variety of
sensor suites, detecting targets and
threats specific to the operating
environment. Sensors integrated to date
include Doppler radars, daylight, IR and
Thermal PTZ cameras. The sensor data is
fed into the same information backbone
as used for TITAN STRIKE – QinetiQ’s
POINTER software providing a seamless
environment in which targets can be
passed with STRIKE and SENTRY with no
need for complex talk-on procedures.

Collaborating with QinetiQ
At QinetiQ we bring organisations and people together to provide innovative solutions to real world problems,
creating customer advantage.
Working with our partners and customers, we collaborate widely, working in partnership, listening hard and
thinking through what customers need. Building trusted partnerships, we are helping customers anticipate
and shape future requirements, adding value and future advantage.
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User Interfaces
Control of TITAN STRIKE and TITAN
SENTRY is managed via software hosted
on the QinetiQ North America produced
Universal Controller. Already in service
with the US Army and integrated with a
range of unmanned platforms, the
Universal Controller provides a proven,
certified, safe and secure control interface
that can withstand the rigours of the
operational environment.
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